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ENHANCED MAC PROTOCOL FOR WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS 

SUMMARY 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) is an emerging technology in event detection and 

monitoring areas in last decade. WSN consists of spatially distributed sensor nodes 

that equipped with RF transceiver and sensors. In WSN concept, every sensor node 

need to send its data to sink node through other nodes and all of these nodes have 

limited RF range, limited bandwidth, limited battery life. Therefore, all the 

communication layers should be carefully designed and implemented to use these 

constraint resources effectively. It must be noted that one of the most critical layer is 

MAC, because of it‘s the closest layer to the physical resources like bandwidth, time 

and energy.  Although there are many researches in this area, no sufficiently 

successful MAC protocol proposed up to now.  In this thesis, firstly this problem is 

addressed. Then, an enhanced medium access scheme is proposed for Wireless 

Sensor and Actuator Networks to solve the above problems. In our work, hop by 

hop delay is minimized by reducing acknowledge wait delay to minimum and this 

allows to reduce RF unit awaken duration to minimum constant value. As a result 

battery usage and per hop delay is reduced compared to the other MAC protocols 

that send  same amount of data.  Furthermore using preamble based packet delivery 

mechanism decreases unnecessary data transmission that also saves a lot of battery 

usage and decreases end to end delay. The proposed protocol, EMAC, is 

implemented on TinyOS 2.x and tested in real world. Comparisons of standard 

TinyOS 2.x CSMA/CA MAC and EMAC indicate that they have a similar nature. 

However, test results prove that EMAC outperformed its counterparts. 
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KABLOSUZ SENSOR AĞLARINDA ĠYĠLEġTĠRĠLMĠġ MAC PROTOKOLÜ 

ÖZET 

Kablosuz Sensör Ağları olay algılama ve monitörleme alanında son on yılın 

gelişmekte olan teknolojisidir. KSA uzaysal olarak dağıtık, üzerinde radio 

haberleşme unitesi ve uygulamaya göre kullanılan algılayıcılar bulunan düğümlerden 

oluşmaktadır. Kablosuz Sensör Ağlarında, sensör düğümleri bilgiyi toplayıp 

bilgisayar ortamına aktaran sink düğümüne göndermeleri sırasında bir sürü ara 

düğüm üzerinden veri rölelenmektedir. İster veri gönderen düğüm olsun, ister ara 

düğümler, hepsinin veri gönderme kapasitesi, pil ömrü ve veri gönderme mesafeleri 

kısıtlıdır. Bu kısıtlar göz önünde bulundurulduğunda bu düğümler için ağ katmanları 

bu kaynakları verimli kullanabilmeleri için dikkatlice tasarlanması ve dikkatlice 

uygulanması gerekmektedir. Bu katmanlar arasında kaynakları doğrudan 

kullanmasından ve birebir düğümler arasındaki iletişimi sağlamasından dolayı MAC 

katmanı en çok önem verilmesi gereken katmandır. Bu alanda pek çok araştırma 

yapılmasına rağmen hala yeterince başarılı bir protokol öne sürülmüş değildir. Bu 

tezde bu soruna çözüm önerisi getirilmiştir. Çözüm olarak iyileştirilmiş ortam erişim 

şeması ve kısa ön paketler gönderilmesi önerilmiştir. Bu çalışmada düğümler arası 

gecikme süresi gönderilen veriye yanıt bekleme süresi düşürülerek azaltılmştır. Bu 

da bize radio ünitelerinin uyanık kalma süresini minimum sabit bir değere 

indirmemize imkan yaratmıştır. Önerilen protokol literatürdeki benzer protokoller ile 

karşılaştırıldığında, protokolümüzün  pil ömrünü uzatmış ve düğümler arası gecikme 

süresini büyük oranda azaltmıştır. Ayrıca bu protokolde kullanılan ön ek paketleri 

sayesinde gereksiz veri göndermelerinin önüne geçilmiş ve  böylece enerji tasarrufu 

da sağlanmıştır. Önerdiğimiz Protokol, EMAC, TinyOS2.x işletim sistemi için 

gerçekleştirilmiş ve gerçek ortamda test edilmiştir. Karşılaştırma TinyOS 2.x 

standart  CSMA/CA MAC protokolü ile yapılmıştır. Karşılaştırmanın bu protokolle 

yapılmasının nedeni bu protokollerin tasarım ve doğası gereyi EMAC protokolü ile 

benzer özelliklerin kendisinde bulundurmasıdır. Test sonuçlarından EMAC 

protokolüdün diğer protokolü performans olarak geçtiği gözlemlenmiştir. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

From the beginning of last decade WSN (Wireless Sensor  Networks) became one of 

the emerging technological areas because of its wide application areas such as event 

detection and tracking, especially for military surveillance systems, industrial process 

monitoring, environmental monitoring and so on. Although initially motivated by 

military applications, later it is became widespread in civil areas. Applicability in 

many different areas makes Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) indispensable for 

researchers.  

WSN consists of spatially distributed sensor nodes, small micro controller systems 

that equipped with radio transceiver, sensors that used to detect and monitor events 

and computation unit. WSN are autonomous systems, generally deployed on demand 

according to the application. For example, WSN can be deployed in battlefield to 

detect enemy intrusion instead of mine, which is losing influence because of its being 

dangerous for also its deployers. Alternatively, WSN can be deployed to secure 

temporarily established military camp.  

Being its so infrastructureless, makes it difficult to repair, especially to change or 

recharge finished battery. Besides there can be predefined structure that WSN 

deployed to secure or monitor some plant, pipeline, greenhouse and so on where 

electrical infrastructure are not available or not possible. Although solar panels are 

one choice for power usage it is also not suitable in general. And considering sensor 

nodes are small gadgets that equipped with small batteries, wireless gadgets battery 

sources should be used carefully that expected lifecycle last as long as possible [1].  

Although it is possible to use other communication interfaces such as infrared 

because of its being easy to implement, license free and cheaper, line of sight 

problem makes it not possible for most applications.  Another and the most  used 

communication interface for terrestrial  WSN is RF. However, only license free ISM 

bands are suitable for this purpose. Furthermore, considering sensor node constraints 

such as low power usage, very little sized selected frequency band should be possible 

to design such radio unit. According to [9] selected frequency should be in UHF 
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range which is between 300MHz and 3GHz. In our thesis, 2.4 GHz ISM band is 

selected, and this ISM band is considered while developing EMAC. Besides, 

considering limitation in RF unit and power unit, radio range and bandwidth also is 

limited. In the context of my thesis  sensor nodes used which is equipped with 

CC2420 [29] RF unit. Data send capacity of this RF unit is 250 kbps.  

Considering these metrics applications for WSN are generally designed carefully to 

use resources efficiently. In WSN most of the energy are consumed by RF unit that 

the proportion of  energy usage  of RF unit to other energy usage such as in sensing 

and in computation is nearly 18:1. Then network layers should be carefully designed 

and implemented and main interest area among the layers is Medium Access 

Controller (MAC) because of it directly being related to send and receive data and 

control the RF unit. MAC protocol allows nodes to access and use same medium 

while not mixing the data with other ones. Performance of this protocol is 

performance of the nodes data send capacity, performance of battery usage. Taking 

into account that RF unit consumes most of the energy as highlighted above in 

proportion, and data receive by node not continuous it is preferred to duty cycle radio 

unit on and off.  Acting like that lifetime of batteries are increased in the proportion 

of radio off duration to on duration times. In the receiver side, radio unit wakes up 

and checks channel if there is any packets to receive. If receiver detected that channel 

is clear for specified duration it again goes to sleep. On the other hand, if the  

receiver detects that there is any activity in frequency band that it listens, it stays 

open until receive the packet completely and process it to decide if this packet 

targeted to it. If this packet is targeted to itself saves it for process by upper layers or 

deletes if it is for another node. On the transmitter side, transmitter retransmits the 

packet during duty cycle period to guaranty that receiver will receive packet if it is 

available. This scheme is implemented most of the WSN MAC protocols and named 

as asynchronous low power listening or LPL.  Although this mechanism solves 

battery problem, on the other hand it increases end to end packet delay. Furthermore, 

taking radio off state unnecessarily long can also produce problem such as putting 

medium unnecessarily busy which may block other node to use medium. That is why 

duty cycle period should carefully selected by considering data send frequencies and 

density of nodes deployed to get rid of  critical data loss. Although many MAC 

protocols is implemented for this purpose, non of them is optimal choice for different 
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applications requirements and the reasons will be highlighted in related works 

section.   

As mentioned above giving response to the needs of different application 

requirements is vital in WSN MAC protocols. Energy efficiency, hop based delay, 

hop based reliability, reduced  resource consumption and simplicity requires different 

optimizations for different applications. However, optimizing MAC protocols for 

different applications prevents the widespread use of the concept and will adversely 

affect the investment and market launch. Therefore, in our study we focused on the 

design of adaptive MAC protocol that answers to the application-specific needs in a 

best way.  

In WSN applications one of the issues that that most affects the design of MAC is  

under which  circumstances and how  the measurements are reached to data center. 

In literature, three basic methods are used and highlighted below in detail. Periodic 

Networks: [14] In this type, sensor measurements are transmitted periodically to the 

center. Data send periods can be configured when the software uploaded to nodes or 

can be changed remotely. In such applications, energy efficiency is more critical than 

other metrics. Packet loss and delays are tolerable in such type of applications. Data 

rate is low generally and is not changeable in a long duration. Radio off duration can 

be configured according to the data send periods. Query Networks: [13] In such 

networks all the nodes are in standby state. When the command received from the 

datacenter, this nodes processes the query, prepares the measurements and send the 

measurements to the data center. In this type of networks, energy efficiency and long 

expected lifetime are targeted. Delays also tolerable as in Periodic Networks. 

However, packet loss are less tolerable than Periodic Networks. Work of network is 

controlled Command and Control systems. In this type of networks main point that 

determines lifetime is energy consumed during the radio on state. Event-Driven 

Networks: [14] The method in which most of the applications are developed. In this 

networks nodes work based on tasks that assigned to them. According this tasks, 

nodes detects the events by applying threshold or another complex functions to 

measurements and decide to notify the command and control center or not. Aim of 

this type networks is to detect alarm, anomaly or events and propagate it to the 

command and control system as soon as possible. Packet reliability also main point 

in this method. Long lifetime also important in this type of networks. However, 
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unlike Periodic Networks and Query Based Networks in this type of network delay 

and reliability are more important than energy efficiency.  

Besides, what activity will occur in the network sensing range is unpredictable. 

Activity or intruder can affect more than one sensor nodes. More than one event will 

occur in different nodes at the same time and all of these nodes will try to notify the 

command and control center. In this circumstance, data amount will increase. 

Network should be able to send all of these data reliably and without exceeding the 

maximum  delay. In this type of networks, energy  mainly used in idle listening and 

sensing. Query networks can be considered as a subset of event driven networks.  

As mentioned above, data flow to Command and Control Center is grouped as three 

different methods. However, in real life applications hybrid of these methods are 

used. For example in military surveillance system while event based method is used 

for enemy intrusion detection periodic network method is used to monitor the state of 

the network. Enemy could use jammer to prevent data flow to Command and Control 

center. In this state, alarm will occur to notify that network is out of service. That is 

why, it is not meaningful think WSN application as only one of the methods 

highlighted above and to optimize the MAC protocol according only one of the 

methods is not reasonable. Our aim is to develop MAC protocol that is adaptable to 

Periodic Networks and Event Based Networks according to the requirements of 

applications.  

1.1. Purpose of the Thesis 

While WSN is emerging technology, it attracts researcher‘s attention to itself by 

being related with numerous application areas such as military, healthcare and many 

other areas. Being most critical part in WSN because of WSN‘s autonomous nature 

MAC protocols is one of the most researched topic in WSN world. While there are 

lots of researches in MAC protocol part, none of them provides sufficiently 

successful in optimizing the data transmitting according the patterns mentioned 

above. Besides, this solutions also shelter some MAC related issues in themselves 

such as overhearing which in turn causes unnecessary receives by other nodes that 

are not the targeted receiver. While providing solutions to this issues MAC protocol 

should also be simple to implement. Because WSN nodes are ultra low power, small 

sized, chipper devices, complex algorithms should be avoided to use resources 
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efficiently and allow application developer use this resources in application specific 

purposes too. Furthermore, MAC protocol should use bandwidth efficiently to allow 

more nodes to share the communication medium in densely deployed WSNs. 

Considering all of these problems adaptive protocol is proposed as a solution. 

Adaptation is provided by making some parametrical change in design and adding 

preamble based handshake. All the changes are joint and main trick is reducing 

acknowledge wait duration between two successor preamble packet which is not 

taken into account in any other design. Proposed MAC protocol is given in its section 

in detail. 

1.2. Used Physical Environment 

MAC protocol presented in this thesis developed based on sensor devices designed 

and implemented by Genetlab [33]. Ultra low power sensor node SenseNode is 

shown in Figure 1.1 with some sensors. Sense node mainly consists of 

MSP240F1611 [30] ultralow power micro controller unit and CC2420 RF [29] low 

power radio unit that based on IEEE 802.15.4 [32] standard.  

                  

Figure 1.1 : Genetlab SenseNode 

C2420 RF unit capable of channel sensing and has eleven different channel that 

works on 2.4 GHz ISM band. This radio unit has four different operation modes: 

sleep, standby, receive and transmit and this modes consumes 0.426 mA, 0 mA, 18.8 

mA and 17.4 mA respectively. Data rate is 250 kbps. Detailed information can be 
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found CC2420 datasheet [29].  As designed based on 802.15.4 CC2420 uses 

802.15.4 standard frame format and this frame format is given in Figure 1.2. 

 

Figure 1.2 : CC2420 data frame format 

Being different acknowledge frame is simplified and does not contains address 

information. This is highlighted in Figure 1.3. 

 

Figure 1.3 : CC2420 ACK frame format 

1.3. Structure Of The Thesis 

This thesis is organized as follows: In section 2, related MAC protocols are 

introduced and brief information are given about them. In section 3, EMAC protocol 

is highlighted and detailed representation is given. Section 4 gives test results, 

performance evaluation and graphical representations are presented. The section 5 

concludes the thesis by giving future directions. 
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2. RELATED WORK 

Taking into consideration the limitation of WSN that is known from previous section 

traditional MAC protocols are not suitable for WSN. Because all available MAC 

protocols designed for devices that have higher battery capacity and easily 

rechargeable in comparing to WSN nodes. Besides WSN nodes are ultra low power, 

low cost, low resource devices developed MAC protocols shouldn‘t be so complex.  

To be applicable for sensor networks these protocols must be simplified, optimized. 

Most of the energy consumed by  data transmission unit. According to datasheet 

while microcontroller unit consumes around the 1 mA [30] current radio unit 

consumes 18mA [29]. The proportion is nearly 1/18. That is why data transmission 

protocols must be carefully designed to use energy efficiently while increasing 

communication channel utilization. Saving energy, radio units should be periodically 

switched to off mode otherwise most of the energy will be consumed while there is 

no any data to send, in other words in this case most of the energy will be consumed 

in idle listening state. That is why, it is usual in WSN world that MAC protocols uses 

some power saving mechanism.  

Power saving methods changes according the channel accessing methods of MAC 

protocols. However, low power listening – LPL is generally used name for power 

saving in sensor networks. In literature, there are numerous proposed MAC protocols 

that based on duty cycling to avoid unnecessary energy waste. Some of them are 

asynchronous, others are synchronous. In synchronous approaches protocol uses 

mechanism to predict wakeup times. On the other hand, in asynchronous approaches 

preamble are used to notify the receiver that there are data packets that will come. In 

this technique receiver should sufficiently awaken in listen state to catch packets. 

Besides wireless medium shared between nodes that situated in the same range, some 

collision avoidance mechanism should be used for data transmission. Mainly three 

approach available for wireless medium: random, synchronized and hybrid. In 

random access mechanisms, each node tries to send data. If it fails to send data, takes 

some backoff duration, which after that duration nodes again tries to access 

communication channel.  In synchronized approach each node has its own slot which 
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only this node accesses channel at that slot. Synchronization can be time, frequency 

or code based. Hybrid technique is used to take advantage of both random and 

synchronized approach. However, in this thesis asynchronous, random access 

approach is preferred because of its easy to implement, its scalability and simplicity.   

Being inspired from the classifications for wireless ad-hoc networks [35][36] and 

taking into consideration the classification proposed in [1] some generalizations for 

WSN are made about the related works and available MAC protocols are briefly 

explained under appropriate categories. Main categories for MAC protocols in this 

thesis are contention free, contention based and hybrid. Each category also maybe 

subcategorized according to the design of the protocol.  Sub categorization maybe 

according to number of communication channel usage such as single channel or 

multichannel, synchronous or asynchronous. However, power saving method is used 

almost in every MAC protocol. Because most of the energy will be used in idle 

channel listening if there is not any data to send or receive and this method generally 

known as Low Power Listening (LPL). LPL is given in Figure 3.1. This paradigm is 

one of the main reason that makes the traditional wireless MAC protocols unsuitable 

for WSN. Although there is power saving mode 802.11 PCF [43],  it requires 

centralized infrastructure that is always in radio on state and buffers the packets on 

behalf of the other nodes that sleep right now. In wireless networks, this role is 

assigned to Access Points. Besides 802.11 PCF [43] also requires one hop distance 

from the other nodes.  Another  problem with LPL  is it makes difficult to solve 

hidden and exposed node problem. 

2.1. Contention Free MAC Protocols 

CDMA based protocol is proposed in one of the papers that developed solutions for 

WSN MAC protocol. It is traditional CDMA protocol  which is used in other 

technologies such as UTMS, WiMAX [27]. In proposed paper it is mentioned that 

some  requirements is more important in some specific applications such as low 

latency, fault tolerance in military surveillance applications. This protocol is 

implemented in simulation environment and results compared with S-MAC [3] 

protocol. Latency result for two hop simulation results was 488ms (average) for S-

MAC[3] and 178ms (constant) for CDMA. However this result is not sufficient, 

because it is small test and also done in simulation environment. Besides, application 
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of CDMA for WSN too complex to implement considering the WSN node is ultra 

low power, low cost. In densely distributed WSN environment thinking about 

scalability of this protocol will be too optimistic.  

Another contention free MAC protocol is EMAC[25] the EYES Medium Access 

Control. This protocol uses distributed TDMA based approach to provide 

contentionless medium access. TDMA as known from its name (Time Division 

Multiple Access) time is divided into equally small parts which are also called slots. 

According to EMACS CDMA and CSMA based approaches uses unnecessarily 

constant of frequent channel listening which causes energy waste. Because of having 

time slots, any node that not receiving data goes to radio off mode and will be 

awaken in their own time slot and because of minimized collusion energy waste is 

minimized. Time slots are reused after two hop distance because of interference is 

not possible in this distance and besides not interfering with its neighbor data receive 

from another hidden node.  

In EMAC time is divided into frames and frames are divided into time slots [25]. 

Each time slot consists of three part. CR – Connection Request, TC – Traffic Control 

and DATA – Data to send to another node. Nodes can query for data or advertise 

about the availability its data in CR section for owner of the slots. Owner of the slots 

sends schedule for its DATA section and broadcast the distributed time slot 

reservation bit map in TC section. After this downlink or uplink communication 

takes place. Both CR and TC sections are nearly few bytes. There maybe collusion 

probability only in CR phase which is very small time slice in comparing to data 

transfer duration and probability is very small.  

The next protocol in this category is LMAC[24] which  uses TDMA based approach 

to satisfy medium access control. It can be thought that LMAC is developed over 

EMAC. In this solution each node has its own time slot to send data to other nodes 

without contenting for the medium with other nodes. Only one time slot is assigned 

to any node at a time[24]. Being different from traditional TDMA based approaches 

time slots assigned to nodes ditributedly as [25]. There is no central slot assignment 

mechanism in this protocol. For this purpose [25] based approach is used in this 

solution. For scalability purposes time slots are reused in noninterfering distances. 

Simulation results are compared between EMAC [25], S-MAC [3] and LMAC. For 

simulation purpose OMNet++ [41] discrete event simulator is used. Randomly 
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placed 46 nodes are used and test proceeded until 30% of nodes consumed their 

energies. From the test results it is obvious that LMAC is outperforms its 

counterparts by extending nodes lifetime.  

Although this protocol is satisfy contention free mechanism, time synchronization is 

necessary to be provided which can be costly and complex to implement. Besides 

extra algorithm is used for collaboration purpose described in [25]. Furthermore no 

simulation results comparing to other contention based protocols are given. 

Implementing such protocol in real life is more complex comparing to contention 

based asynchronous MAC protocols.  

Another contention free protocol is TRAMA [18] – traffic-adaptive medium access 

protocol that uses TDMA based approach. There is similar protocol called NAMA 

[19]. However, energy efficiency is not addressed in this protocol. TRAMA protocol 

consists of three part: NP – neighbor protocol and  SEP – schedule exchange 

protocol, that allows nodes to exchange their two hop neighbor information and their 

schedules. In addition, AEA – adaptive election protocol which uses information 

derived from first two part to select receivers and transmitters for current timeslot. 

Other nodes that not selected for current time slot switch to radio off mode. Time is 

organized in two part: one is the random-access slots that also called signaling slots 

and the other is scheduled slots that is called transmission slots. Signaling slots are 

used by NP to send one hop neighbor information to visualize two-hop topology 

shape. Transmission slots are used by data send and SEP to exchange information 

about the current state of traffic. Current traffic state also called schedule contains 

information about the receiver and transmitter node and receiver nodes for 

appropriate transmission slot. Every node has to announce its schedule using SEP 

periodically before starting to send any data.  

According to [18], simulation results showed that TRAMA outperforms contention 

based algorithms such as CSMA, S-MAC and scheduled based protocols such as 

NAMA. However, although TRAMA can be considered adaptive and energy 

efficient protocol, these advantages produces time synchronization complexity, slot 

assignment complexity, signaling overhead makes it unsuitable for densely deployed 

WSN.  

Another protocol that fixes in this category is FLAMA – Flow-Aware Medium 

Access [20], an energy efficient and light weight protocol designed for WSN. 
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FLAMA is adaptive to application layer that adjusts medium access schedules to 

flow rate required by application. FLAMA requires two hop neighborhood and flow 

information about the neighbors of the node. Time is organized as random access and 

scheduled periods like TRAMA. In [20] single channel approach is assumed.  

However, FLAMA can be easily extended to work  with multiple channel. During 

random access period neighbor discovery, time synchronization and flow 

information are exchanged. Scheduled times slots are use in data transmission. 

Random access period operations gives FLAMA ability to adapt to topology and 

traffic changes. Being different from TRAMA in FLAMA scheduled periods only 

used for data transmission purpose.  

FLAMA requires time synchronization for between two hop neighbors to satisfy 

scheduled access. Generally in all time synchronization algorithms such as [37] and 

[38] that developed for ad-hoc networks uses timestamping the outgoing packets to 

inform its time to its neighbors [20]. FLAMA also uses such approach for time 

synchronization purposes.  

From the simulation results, it is observed that FLAMA outperforms TRAMA and S-

MAC in delay, energy efficiency, reliability bases. However being dependent to time 

synchronization makes this protocol for low cost WSN nodes which in general have 

not reliable clocks. Besides synchronization overheads and slot assignment 

complexity makes its unsuitable for densely deployed sensor network like TRAMA. 

2.2. Hybrid MAC Protocols 

In these type of protocols both contention free and contention based protocols are 

used at the same time to use advantages of both approaches. One of this type of 

MAC protocols is Z-MAC [14]. In this protocol TDMA and CSMA are used together 

to satisfy high channel utilization in this protocol. Z-MAC is similar to PDMA – 

Probabilistic TDMA [23]. Target of both protocol are the same. However, PDMA is 

developed one hop wireless LANs and limitations such as clock skewness in WSN 

are not considered while designing this protocol. In both protocol time is sliced into 

small parts that called slots.  

Behavior of the protocol changes according to contention level. In low contention 

level protocols behave as CSMA, in high contention level protocols act as TDMA to 
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satisfy high channel utilization. In PTDMA probability values are assigned to slot 

owners and other nodes. And according to these values protocol changes its 

behavior. PTDMA uses a + (M - 1)*b = 1 equation where ‗a‘ is slot owners channel 

access probability, b probability of nonowners channel access and M is number of 

nodes that trying to use channel. [23] assumes that every node has equal statistical 

arrival rate. However, in WSN it is usual that subset of the nodes are data sources 

and this will cause protocol low channel utilization.   According to [14] Z-MAC is to 

robust to synchronization errors, slot assignment failures and time varying channel 

conditions.  

Z-MAC has following setup phases: neighbor discovery, slot assignment, local frame 

exchange and global time synchronization. These operations are one time operation 

and take place in the startup of the WSN.  

 

Figure 2.1 : Time slot assignment by DRAND [22] 

Briefly explaining the setup phases, neighbor discovery operation is broadcasting 

ping message to one hop neighbors. Each nodes sends one hope neighbor list in ping 

message and broadcast operation continuous repeatedly during 30 second where in 

each second node broadcasts one ping message. Those each node will have two hop 

neighbor list. In next phase, slot assignment phase, two hop neighbors information is 

used to perform slot assignment operation. For this purpose DRAND [22], which is 

distributed counterpart of RAND [21] contention free resource assignment algorithm, 

algorithm is used that provides distributed slot assignment solution.  
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This operation is presented in Figure 2.1. This algorithm ensures that in two hope 

communication range one time slot is assigned only one node and prevents 

interfering in this range. Being different from TDMA each node can send data in 

each node. However, owner of the slot has higher priority than nonowners. Next 

phase is local frame exchange, where nodes exchanges picked slot information, to 

notify the nodes in two hop distance. The period between invocation of two 

concurrent timeslot for any node called frame. Time synchronization is provided in 

two hop range. Detailed info about Z-MAC can be found in [14]. Although it can be 

seen optimum protocol complexity makes it unsuitable for general purpose. Besides 

minimum slot duration should be higher enough than LPL duty cycle to be able to 

send data. In this case, density of deployed nodes, duration of duty cycle, latency will 

cause lots of tradeoffs. 

2.3. Contention Based Protocols 

Contention based MAC protocols are more usual than other protocols that is not fully 

contention based. This comes from the simplicity, adaptivity to topology change and 

scalability.  Contention free protocols also can be categorized to two subcategories 

such as asynchronous and semi synchronized according to adaptation to LPL duty 

cycling. In the following, contention based protocols that designed for WSN will be 

mentioned and synchronization nature in each protocol would be explained briefly.   

PAMAS [15] is one of the contention based MAC protocols developed for ad-hoc 

networks. Although it is developed for ad-hoc networks not for sensor networks, 

energy usage efficiency feature fills it in this category. Working scheme of PAMAS 

is given in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2 : PAMAS protocol 

PAMAS is developed based on MACA [42] protocol with using separate signaling 

channel. This protocol uses asynchronous LPL based power saving method for 

energy efficiency, which is usual feature in WSN MAC protocols. RTS/CTS 

signaling is take place in signaling channel while data transmission is take place data 

channel.  It addresses energy efficiency problem by reducing overhearing problem by 

using different communication channel. However, while not solving the collusion 

completely because of signaling channel prone to collusion, using multiple channel 

also produces its complexity.  

Another MAC protocol that fills in this category is asynchronous SIFT [13], the 

protocol that designed for event driven sensor networks.  When there is any event in 

the  region of the any sensor node, this event is detected by only one node but subset 

of nodes. In this situation notifying same event more than one can cause overload the 

wireless medium and significant reduction in throughput can be observed.  

According to [13] SIFT is contention window based MAC protocol. While designing 

SIFT three observations are taken into account: firstly sensor networks are event 

driven and have spatially correlated contention, second not all the sensing nodes need 

to report the event because in there will be subset of nodes that detect the same event 

especially in densely deployed sensor networks. And the last observation is number 

of sensing  nodes will change quickly. For this reason, MAC protocol should be 

adaptable to these changes. From these observations, to notify the sink node as soon 
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as possible non-uniform probability distribution is used to give higher probability R 

nodes among the N sensing nodes. However being contention based produces high 

idle listening and this in turn increases energy consumption.  

Another contention-based protocol is synchronous DMAC [12]. DMAC is motivated 

by generally observed data gathering structure. It is usual for sensor networks that 

sensed data is send from the sensing node to sink node over the other intermediate 

nodes. In DMAC this structure is organized as tree and in nature much likes the 

Slotted ALOHA [40]. To reduce end to end latency time slots are assigned along the 

path to sink node and each slot is sufficiently long to send a data packet in one hop 

neighbor. Time synchronization maintained locally, no global synchronization is 

necessary. End to end latency is reduced by right timeslot assignment. However, if 

there is more child node that will try send to any node in its slot, performance 

degradation is unavoidable because of DMAC is not optimized for high contention 

situation. Furthermore being dependant to time synchronization which in lowcost 

sensor nodes can suffer from clock skewness problem may produce unpredictable 

performance reduction where subset of node detected event at the same time which is 

usual in event-driven networks. Looking at Figure 2.3 some idea can be obtained 

about DMAC. Detailed information about DMAC can be  found in [12]. 

 

Figure 2.3 : DMAC in a data gathering tree 

Another MAC protocol in this category is semi synchronized S-MAC [3]. It is semi 

synchronized because synchronization is required in virtual cluster based not entire 

WSN based. Brief representation of S-MAC is given in Figure 2.4. The node blogs to 

any cluster must synchronize its radio on state with other nodes that belong the same 
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cluster. The nodes are in the border of more than one cluster must synchronize their 

radio on time with these clusters. Long listen durations can tolerate clock drift for 

some time.  

However, for a long time periodic synchronization is necessary to tolerate long clock 

drift. For this purpose, radio on duration is divided into two part, one for 

synchronization operations, the other for data transmission. Each part also divided 

into small time slots which will be randomly selected by nodes to use for necessary 

purpose. In S-MAC wake up duration is fixed, and at the beginning of each duty 

cycle SYNC packets are exchanged to approach synchronization between nodes.  

After synchronization phase data can be send by using RTS/CTS based handshaking 

protocol.  Besides S-MAC [3] is message based protocol and can send more than one 

packet using single RTS/CTS handshake. While energy efficiency is satisfied by 

using LPL, and overhearing problems solved by using RTS/CTS based protocol. 

However, protocol is not adaptable to variable traffic load. In addition, increase in 

number of nodes increase synchronization overhead and also increases number of 

neighbors to synchronize. Furthermore, not using handshaking in synchronization 

phase increases collusion probability, especially in highly densely networks. 

Furthermore, it is also not simple as asynchronous LPL MAC protocols.   

In [16] some optimization model for listening time is proposed for S-MAC. 

According to [16] traffic distribution is not considered while developing S-MAC [3] 

and there will be unnecessary listening while there is no data to receive.  However, 

same problems also available for [16].   
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Figure 2.4 : Timing relationship between a receiver and different senders. CS stands 

for carrier sense 

Another synchronous LPL based protocol is T-MAC [4] which is similar to S-MAC 

[3] with some exceptions. In Figure 2.5, these two protocols are depicted.  In WSN, 

that periodic data traffic is available T-MAC acts as S-MAC. However, in event 

driven networks, where data is available if some intrusion is detected, S-MAC 

performs poor because of unnecessary listen.  

 

Figure 2.5 : Comparison of S-MAC and T-MAC 

To solve this problem T-MAC takes timeout for data availability. If there is no any 

data in the channel T-MAC goes into radio off state. This delimits energy waste on 

idle listening during the active period.  However, same drawbacks are also available 

for T-MAC as S-MAC. Next  duty cycle based protocol  is R-MAC [26] – Route-

Enhanced Duty-Cycle MAC Protocol , that is developed for WSN to reduce end-to-

end latency while not sacrificing other metrics such as energy efficiency, throughput.   

According to [26] duty cycle based protocols more energy efficient than others. 

However, this type of protocols has some limitations such as high end-to-end 

latency.  For this purpose, R-MAC aims to send data over multiple hop during single 
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listening cycle. Synchronization operations are similar to S-MAC and T-MAC. 

However, instead of RTS/CTS R-MAC sends control frame along the path to the 

sink node to notify the nodes along the path that data is available to send to sink.  

According to [26] R-MAC improves end-to-end delay without any reduce in 

throughput and energy efficiency.   

However, this protocol is not optimized for event driven network.  Because in event 

driven  networks more than one node senses  the event at the same time.  This will 

cause initiate unnecessary path establishment, which means unnecessary channel 

usage. Moreover, this protocol will cause unnecessary idle listening in the nodes 

along the path to sink. While number of nodes increases, while number of hops 

increases along the paths this effect of this will increase.  Data send operations of S-

MAC and RMAC are briefly depicted in Figure 2.6. Detailed information can be 

found in [26].  

 

Figure 2.6 : Data send operation compared: S-MAC vs. RMAC 

Another protocol is B-MAC [7] which is also can be called as Berkeley MAC. This 

protocol is asynchronous LPL based protocol and default protocol for TinyOS [31] 

tiny operating system that is developed for WSN by Berkeley University. This 

protocol doesn‘t use any synchronization as in S-MAC and T-MAC.  Instead, long 

preamble based approach is used to make communication between two nodes.  

It is initially developed for bit stream based RF unit, for example CC1000 transceiver 

[34] which has capability send unmodulated raw bit stream to put communication 

medium in busy state to notify the neighbors that this node tries to reserve channel to 

send data.  Advantage of this MAC protocol is its simplicity. However not every RF 

unit has such capability. Besides using this continuous stream is not stops if targeting 

receiver node already awaken. Furthermore, streaming data not contains any target 

address info to notify that this packet is for specified node. This is the overhearing 
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problem that causes energy waste and not preferable for us for anyone that targets 

energy efficiency. In addition, this protocol will not work for CC2420 RF unit, which 

is IEEE 802.15.4 [32] standard based RF transceiver.   

In TinyOS [31] for this purpose data packet retransmitted to accomplish 

asynchronous LPL communication. However, for packet based radio units this 

protocol not optimized.  Long preamble, overhearing and incompatibility with 

packetizing radios makes this MAC protocol not suitable for our purpose.   

Another MAC protocol designed for WSN that fits in this category is WiseMAC [17] 

[6].  Being different from other protocols WiseMAC is designed for infrastructure 

networks  and compared to IEEE 802.15.4 ZigBee protocol designed for smart 

automation systems such as smart home gadgets. WiseMAC is asynchronous in its 

nature and uses preamble based approach like B-MAC. However,  to decrease effect 

of preamble duration for transmitters WiseMAC uses relative time of its neighbor 

next awaken time and tries to send sampling  nearly  radio on time of its neighbor to 

send data. Each nodes sends its time in acknowledge packets.  

Although it is designed for infrastructure networks, it can be applied for 

infrastructureless network.  However, for working as designed WiseMAC should be 

periodically re-synchronized. If sensor network is event driven or if periodic data 

period is high then there will be clock drift and this will perform as B-MAC.    

Most suitable protocol from the literature is X-MAX [8], which is uses short 

preamble based approach to solve long preamble and overhearing problem in B-

MAC. Comparison of X-MAC scheme against to B-MAC is depicted in Figure 2.7. 

Detailed information can be found in [8]. 
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Figure 2.7 : Comparison of the timelines between LPL‘s extended preamble and X-

MAC‘s short preamble approach 

It is obvious that, X-MAC  is developed over the B-MAC by solving problems in 

that. Although the way designing the X-MAC corresponds to our designs, it is not 

work optimal for our purpose and reduced acknowledge doesn‘t used in to force the 

MAC protocol to work in optimum performance. Minimum listen duration in X-

MAC is 15ms which is too high for our purpose and inter preamble durations is not 

accomplished to use bandwidth efficiently. If one node tries to reserve 

communication medium none of other nodes should divide its operation. For that, 

reason delay between two successor preamble packets should be as minimum as 

possible. Although our purpose was not to make development over X-MAC, it can be 

thought as. 
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3. EMAC – Enhanced MAC Protocol 

3.1. Definition 

EMAC is a general purpose MAC protocol developed for WSNs. Advantage of this 

protocol over protocols developed up to now is its simplicity, energy efficient than 

well known WSN MAC protocols. EMAC proceed its success in other metrics such 

as low latency. While satisfying this characteristics EMAC designed to work in any 

data transmission methods, briefly explained in introduction section, without any 

performance loss. This protocol has two configurable parameter can be tune based on 

application requirements. First one is sleep cycle duration which can be configure 

based on expected lifetime duration. Other parameter is threshold value that specifies 

if preamble is used before the unicast data transmission or not. If data size is small 

that using preamble will not help data packet will be retransmitted as preamble until 

receiver acknowledges it or timeout occurs. This two parameters are sufficient for 

optimization. Because MAC protocol itself is optimally designed that no more 

configuration parameters should be necessary. From here simplicity of the protocol is 

obvious and performance will be proved by real life tests and simulations. Duty 

cycling operation is given in Figure 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.1 : Low power listening 
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3.2. Basic Mathematical Model 

 Technical parameters 

Ts  - Sleep Duration 

Tl  - Listen Duration 

Tp  - Preamble Packet Duration 

Tal  - Preamble Acklisten Duration 

Tas – Ack Send Duration 

Td  -  Data Packet Duration  

Ptx  - Transmission Power Consumption 

Prx  - Receive Power Consumption 
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From the basic mathematical model, our critical parameters are Tp and Tal. In 

BMAC Tp=Td which increases end-to-end latency. Considering worse case receiver 

has to wait for extra data packet duration and sender should send one extra data 

packet. Effect of this causes energy waste in both sender and receiver side and 

related to data length. This also causes unpredictability in calculating performance.  

In EMAC for notifying, the receiver empty packet is used, named as Hello Packet. 

This hello packet is retransmitted instead of data packet as in BMAC until receiver 

wakes up answers with acknowledgement packet. Besides, in CC2420 platforms 

although packet send command invoked, packet send operation take place after 12 

symbol times. 12 symbol time equals to 6 byte send duration. Considering 250 bit 

sending in one millisecond 6 byte send duration is 250 microsecond. In 

retransmission operation command invoked nearly 200 micro second early. If in this 

duration acknowledgement is received data send will be aborted because of 

command invoked with clear channel option. If there is not acknowledgement 

retransmission take place fast. In this case in receiver side receive detection operation 
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will be more fast than BMAC. Considering repetition of this operation in large scale, 

energy will be used more efficient manner. This operation is given in Figure 3.2 with 

comparing to BMAC. 

 

Figure 3.2 : Low power listening EMAC vs. BMAC 
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4. TEST RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

4.1. Test Environment 

MAC protocol implemented in this thesis developed for wireless sensor networks. 

For test purpose SenseNode, wireless sensor node developed by Genetlab, is used 

and for observing the communication and investigate data that interchanged between 

sensor nodes Packet Sniffer device is used. Genetlab SenseNode consists of 

MSP430F1611 [30] microcontroller unit which capable of using clock frequency up 

to 8MHz. The other main component is CC2420 [29] radio unit that operate 2.4 GHz 

ISM band and has data rate 250kbps. CC2420 is based on 802.15.4 wireless standard 

that is for low power personal area networks. For detailed information can be found 

in [29] and [30]  datasheets.  

For gathering data on PC side small sniffer program is developed in Java 

programming language. Communication between sink node and PC established over 

USB port which in turn interpreted as COM port by PC. Tests planned in to different 

infrastructure: Liner topology which can be applied in pipeline security and Ad-hoc 

topology where sensor nodes situated randomly. Latter approach can be used forest 

automation, monitoring and so on. For this purpose 4 sensor nodes are used for real 

life test. Used nodes are addressed as 1022, 1023, 1024, 1025. As shown in picture 

node 1022 is used as sniffer which sniffs packets exchanged between other nodes. 

For this purpose the BaseStation TinyOS 2.x sample application is changed and used. 

Edited version of BaseStation is named as MySniffer. For receiver nodes another 

changed  version of BaseStation is used. For BMAC this receiver is named 

MyReceiverBMAC, and for EMAC this program is named MyReceiverEMAC. For 

sender nodes another TinyOS 2.x sample application - BlinkToRadio is used. This 

application also changed to meet the requirements of the test and renamed to 

MySenderBMAC for BMAC, MySenderEMAC for EMAC. Other nodes as given in 

Figure 4.1, the receiver is 1023 and 1024 and 1025 are data senders.  
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Figure 4.1 : Test environment schema 

In data collection or PC side data is received with Listen application written in Java 

programming language. This program prints into screen the received packets. To 

process for producing test results output is directed to text files. Then data in text file 

is processed to produce test results. This data process program is also written in Java. 

Test result graphics and average values are generated using Microsoft Excel 2007. 

Parameters used to setup test environment are presented in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 : Test parameters 

Parameters BMAC EMAC 

Duty Cycle 100ms 100ms 

Interarrival Time 160ms 160ms 

Hello Packet Length 0 byte 13 bytes 

Data Packet Length 113 bytes 113 bytes 

Output Power 0 dBm 0 dBm 

Antenna Gain 0 dBi 0 dBi 

Number Of Data Packet Send 1000 1000 

 

4.2. Test Results 

Tests are  done on two different MAC protocol. CC2420 [29] counterpart of B-

MAC[7] and EMAC presented in this thesis. Test metrics are latency, energy 

efficiency which are necessary for general purpose protocols. Tests are currently 

proceeding to fine tune the protocol and based on test results some refactoring are 

planned to apply. For proving energy efficiency is power level manually calculated 
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using avometer periodically and values noted. For throughput, data amount 

periodically raised to see up to which level the protocol can afford. For latency, 

packet sniffer is used. Unicast communication pattern is preferred. However, MAC 

protocol presented in this thesis capable of multicast and broadcast communication.  

In test operation each sender sends data in each 160milisecond and totally each 

sender sends 1000 (a thousand) packets. Duty cycling used in test is 100ms. Each 

node wakes up in every 100ms and checks the communication medium for some 

time. This times is calculated as number of CCA checks. In BMAC this value is 400. 

For EMAC this value is 300, but because lack of packet sniffer this value can not be 

fine tuned.  Test result statistics are presented in Table 4.2. This data is used in 

generating graphic charts. 

Table 4.2 : Test result statistics 

Parameters BMAC EMAC 

Sender Address 1024 1024 

Receiver Address 1023 1023 

Received Packet Count 997 998 

Dropped Packet Count 3 2 

Duration In Millisecond 159834 159844 

Duration In Second 160 160 

First Counter 1 1 

Last Counter 1000 1000 

Hello Retransmit Count 0 15000 

Data Retransmit Count 2163 0 

Hello: Average Retransmit Data Length 0 195 

Data: Average Retransmit Data Length 245 0 

 

Although each sender sends 1000 packet, drawing all of them in graphic is difficult. 

Because, produced graphics will not be human readable. For this purposes, 1000 

packets are subdivided into 50 subgroups each contains 20 packet information. For 

drawing charts, average values in each group are used. 
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Figure 4.2 : EMAC latency graphic in one sender state. Average latency 40.2ms 

 

 

Figure 4.3 : BMAC latency graphic in one sender state. Average latency 70 ms 

From the test results given by Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 EMAC is in latency 

performs better than BMAC.  Random backoff mechanisms are the same. From there 

result can be considered for throughput also. Because in this case  latency only 

parameter that affects the throughput. These results are the situation where there is 

one sender. In next results, two sender node are used to see affects of the contention 

in latency. 
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Figure 4.4 : EMAC latency graphic in two senders state. Average latency is 41.4ms 

 

 

Figure 4.5 : BMAC latency graphic in two senders state. Average latency is 72.88ms 

In two sender state EMAC also outperforms the BMAC. Although the result in one 

sender state is better than in two sender state in comparing to BMAC EMAC is better 

than that. Taking into account that random backoff mechanisms are the same in both 

BMAC and EMAC considering throughput is better in EMAC. Besides energy 

consumption also calculated. However, significant voltage drop not notified in 

batteries. Tests are taken for 1000 packets with 160 ms interval, which takes 159-160 

seconds approximately. For significant changes test should be done in days. However 

if there were multimeter that calculates energy, current consumption and sends to PC 
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environment, detailed tests can be taken. Up to now only delays is given for each 

protocol separately. Because amount of these data  is large, that is why presented in 

separate graphics. Graphics presented in Figure 4.6 and later shows compared results 

for two protocols that used in test.  

 

Figure 4.6 : Average delays compared 

As mentioned above EMAC performs better than BMAC in hop based delay.  This is 

again presented in Figure 4.6. However, these delays will change if duty cycle period 

change. Because if duty cycle period is large, retransmission count will increase. Any  

decrease in duty cycle period will also cause decrease in retransmission count. 

However, this change in delay times will affect both protocols at the same rates. 

Same thing can be said for packet drops.  Looking at Figure 4.7 will give brief 

information about packet drop rates of both protocol. However this result is not 

necessary. For more reliable results, tests should be  done on large number of nodes 

with unpredictable data rates. 
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Figure 4.7 : Packet drops compared 

Another metric for comparing these two protocols is average retransmitted data. 

Amount of this data while gives information about delay, also shows how energy 

efficient protocol is. Because sending unnecessary data will cause energy 

consumption in both sender and receiver side. Decreasing amount of retransmitted 

data will decrease energy consumption and this will increase lifetime of battery. In 

Figure 4.8 this result is compared.  Average data send for BMAC is 245 bytes, for 

EMAC is 195 bytes. These values can also be found on Table 4.2. 

 

Figure 4.8 : Average retransmitted data compared 

Average Retranmitted Data 
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However amount of retransmitted data also related duty cycle duration as delay. As 

said for delay increase in duty cycle will increase amount of retransmitted data and 

decrease in duty cycle will decrease amount of retransmitted data. However, this will 

affect both protocols at the same rate as in delay.  Another metric for comparing 

BMAC and EMAC is Protocol Efficiency. This metric shows ratio of amount of 

bytes in one data packet to total amount of bytes send while transmitting one data 

packet including retransmissions. Comparison of EMAC and BMAC is highlighted 

in Figure 4.9.  

 

Figure 4.9 : Protocols efficiency compared 

 

 

 

Protocol Efficiency 
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

In this thesis asynchronous low power MAC protocol for WSN is presented. To 

satisfy energy efficiency in WSNs nodes periodically go into sleep mode to save 

energy in idle listening states. To inform data packets sender retransmit the data until 

receiver awakes and receives data. For this purpose MAC protocol retransmits empty 

packets to notify the receiver about data. In BMAC data packets retransmitted 

instead. In XMAC protocol, EMAC based approach is used. However delay between 

retransmitted packets nearly 15ms. In EMAC this value is 3ms.  

EMAC is tested against BMAC in TinyOS environment and test results are 

highlighted in the Test Results sections.  Real life experiments showed that EMAC 

performs better than its counterparts. In his field it is only protocol that reduces 

energy consumption while decreasing latency. However, it only tested with 4 nodes 

in real life. It would be better testing this protocol with hundreds of nodes in real life 

environment to see if there is any problem in highly distributed environment. 

Besides, in this only one duty cycle is tested. As mentioned in test results some of the 

results will change in different duty cycle such as average amount of retransmitted 

data, hop based delay. This should be considered in future test and production 

environment. Output power is selected 0 dBm. However, this parameter can also be 

selected different in different circumstances such as node very close to each other. 

Otherwise collusion will degrade performance.   

Furthermore, in highly densely environments, some precautions must be taken to 

tolerate high collusion environment. One example for these precautions can be data 

fusion. Data fusion is combining data from multiple event sources. This will decrease 

traffic and will help to use bandwidth efficiently. In very high collusion 

environments there is no guarantee that this protocol will perform better. Because in 

this situation performance of physical layer  will degrade. Furthermore performance 

could be improved to add semi synchronization feature. Semi synchronization means 

adding current time to the each outgoing packet to notify neighbours about his 
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current time. Approximately knowing neighbour radio unit on time one node can 

send its packet near that time. 
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APPENDIX A.1  

 

File: tinyos-2.x\tos\chips\cc2420\CC2420.h 

Lines: 146-150 

Code:   

  #if defined(ELVIN_MAC_PROTOCOL) 

  CC2420_TIME_ACK_TURNAROUND = 0, // jiffies 

  #else 

  CC2420_TIME_ACK_TURNAROUND = 7, // jiffies 

  #endif 

 

File: tinyos-2.x\tos\chips\cc2420\CC2420.h 

Lines: 156-160 

Code:   

  #if defined(ELVIN_MAC_PROTOCOL) 

 CC2420_ACK_WAIT_DELAY = 38,    // jiffies 

  #else 

 CC2420_ACK_WAIT_DELAY = 256,    // jiffies 

  #endif 

 

File: tinyos-2.x\tos\chips\cc2420\lpl\DefaultLpl.h 

Lines: 87-91 

Code:   

  #if defined(ELVIN_MAC_PROTOCOL) 

 #define MAX_LPL_CCA_CHECKS 300 

  #else 

 #define MAX_LPL_CCA_CHECKS 400 

  #endif 

 

File: tinyos-2.x\tos\chips\cc2420\transmit\CC2420TransmitP.nc 

Lines: 104-108 

Code:   

 #if defined(ELVIN_MAC_PROTOCOL) 

 norace bool m_hello; 

 cc2420_header_t hello_packet; 

cc2420_header_t* ONE hello_packet_ptr =  

TCAST(cc2420_header_t* ONE,&hello_packet); 

  #endif 

 

File: tinyos-2.x\tos\chips\cc2420\transmit\CC2420TransmitP.nc 

Lines: 179-182 

Code:   

#if defined(ELVIN_MAC_PROTOCOL) 

 call Leds.led2Toggle(); 

 m_hello = TRUE; 

#endif 
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File: tinyos-2.x\tos\chips\cc2420\transmit\CC2420TransmitP.nc 

Lines: 234-238 

Code:   

#if defined(ELVIN_MAC_PROTOCOL) 

           myInitialBackoff = 0; 

             #else 

            myInitialBackoff = backoffTime + 1; 

   #endif  

 

File: tinyos-2.x\tos\chips\cc2420\transmit\CC2420TransmitP.nc 

Lines: 380-387 

Code:   

#if defined(ELVIN_MAC_PROTOCOL) 

 if (m_hello) {     

  m_hello = FALSE; 

  m_state = S_STARTED; 

  send(m_msg,TRUE); 

  return; 

 }  

 #endif 

 

File: tinyos-2.x\tos\chips\cc2420\transmit\CC2420TransmitP.nc 

Lines: 508-514 

Code:   

#if defined(ELVIN_MAC_PROTOCOL) 

 if (m_hello) { 

  m_state = S_STARTED; 

  resend(TRUE); 

  return; 

 }   

 #endif 
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File: tinyos-2.x\tos\chips\cc2420\transmit\CC2420TransmitP.nc 

Lines: 708-731 

Code:   

#if defined(ELVIN_MAC_PROTOCOL) 

 if (m_hello) {    

  hello_packet_ptr->length = CC2420_SIZE; 

  hello_packet_ptr->fcf = header->fcf; 

  hello_packet_ptr->dsn = header->dsn; 

  hello_packet_ptr->destpan = header->destpan; 

  hello_packet_ptr->dest = header->dest; 

  hello_packet_ptr->src = header->src; 

  hello_packet_ptr->type = 127;    

  //if ((hello_packet_ptr->dest == header->dest) &&                 

                                                 (hello_packet_ptr->dest == header->dest)) 

   //write hello message to txfifo    

  header->length = CC2420_SIZE; 

  header->type = 127; 

  call TXFIFO.write(TCAST(uint8_t * 

                                                  COUNT(CC2420_SIZE - 1), header),   

                                                   CC2420_SIZE - 1); 

 } else { 

  header->length = CC2420_SIZE +  

                                                  sizeof(BlinkToRadioMsg); 

  header->type = 128; 

  tmpLen = header->length - 1; 

  //write hello packet 

  call TXFIFO.write(TCAST(uint8_t * COUNT(tmpLen),  

                                                  header), header->length - 1); 

 } 

 #else 

 call TXFIFO.write(TCAST(uint8_t * COUNT(tmpLen), header),  

                          header->length - 1); 

 #endif    
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